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ABSTRACT Non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) has recently been proposed for dual-hop cooperative
relaying power line communication (PLC) systems. Unlike conventional NOMA-PLC schemes which
deploy NOMA only at the relay, this paper proposes to enhance the performance of such systems by
implementing the principle of NOMA at both the source and relaying modems. The system performance
is evaluated in terms of the average sum capacity for which analytical expressions are derived for both the
improved and conventional NOMA-PLC systems. Throughout our analysis, the PLC channel is assumed
narrow-band modeled with log-normal amplitude distribution and the total PLC noise consists of both
background and impulsive noise. Monte Carlo simulations are provided to corroborate the accuracy of our
theoretical analysis. The derived expressions are utilized to examine the impact of various system parameters
on the average capacity performance; this includes: impulsive noise probability, network branching, power
allocation coefficients, and transmit power. The optimization problem of the power allocation coefficients
is also addressed for both NOMA-PLC systems under consideration. Results reveal that significant gains in
the average capacity can be attained with the improved NOMA-PLC approach compared to the conventional
system. In addition, the improved system is able to meet a given performance requirement with smaller
transmit power offering more relaxed electromagnetic compatibility issues associated with PLCs. Finally,
it is demonstrated that optimizing the power allocation coefficients at both the source and relay modems is
crucial to maximize performance.

INDEX TERMS Average capacity, cooperative relaying, impulsive noise, log-normal fading, non-orthogonal
multiple access (NOMA), power line communication (PLC).

I. INTRODUCTION
Power line communication (PLC) is a promising technology
that is able to provide efficient, robust and cost-effective
solutions to many home-networking and smart grid applica-
tions. Although it is true that power lines do not represent a
favorable communication medium compared to the conven-
tional ones such as wireless and fiber optics [1]–[3], advance-
ment and development in signal processing and modulation
techniques have made reliable and secure communications
over power lines possible. An example of these techniques
is multi-carrier modulation such as orthogonal frequency
division multiplexing (OFDM) which is widely adopted by
most standardization and industrial bodies [4], [5]. OFDM
was shown to be more robust to many PLC channel impair-
ments including frequency-selectivity and the non-Gaussian
noise [6]–[8].

Cooperative relaying over power lines can reduce the
effect of attenuation and losses making communication in
this network more efficient and reliable. Numerous studies
have analyzed various relaying protocols, including amplify-
and-forward (AF) and decode-and-forward (DF), in the con-
text of PLCs; see e.g., [9]–[12]. Relaying also allows using
smaller transmit power at PLC modems which can con-
siderably reduce electromagnetic emissions. All the work
above, however, is based on orthogonal multiple access
(OMA) in the sense that transmissions between PLCmodems
are accomplished through time division multiple access
(TDMA); this however is spectral inefficient. To overcome
this issue, non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA), which
allows simultaneous data transmission for different users
(modems) at the same time and frequency with different
power levels, was recently explored in PLC networks. More
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specifically, Rabie et al. [13] analyzed the performance of
a NOMA-based dual-hop DF cooperative relaying narrow-
band PLC system. In this work, the source modem transmits
two data symbols with different power allocation factors dur-
ing the first phase; both the relay and destination receive the
superposition coded signal during this phase. The destination
decodes the signal with higher power while treating the other
as noise. At the relay, the higher power signal is also decoded,
first, and then canceled using successive interference cancel-
lation (SIC) to obtain the second symbol. In the second phase,
with the assumption that it is successfully decoded, the relay
will forward the second symbol to the destination. Although
this proposed system was shown to offer considerable perfor-
mance enhancement in comparison to the orthogonal coop-
erative relaying PLC approach, the achievable performance
gain is rather limited since the principle of NOMA is only
implemented at one modem, i.e., the source; this approach
will be referred to as the conventional NOMA-PLC system.

Unlike [13], in this study we implement NOMA at both
the source and relay modems; i.e., a two-stage power allo-
cation NOMA scheme will be deployed. More specifically,
in contrast to [13], where the relay forwards only the secondly
decoded symbol, in the current work, the relay forwards
the two symbols with new power allocation coefficients.
The other difference between the conventional and improved
NOMA-PLC systems is that the destination modem does not
decode the signal received from the source in the latter until it
also receives the relayed version and then jointly decodes the
two symbols with equal gain combining. This clearly over-
comes the capacity limitation caused by decoding the symbol
transmitted over the highly attenuated source-to-destination
link in the conventional NOMA-PLC system. It should be
noted that the general motivation for using NOMA in PLC
systems is two-fold. First, NOMA allows to use reduced
transmit power at PLCmodems (as will be shown later) which
can further relax the electromagnetic compatibility (EMC)
problem associated with PLCs. Second, NOMAprovides bet-
ter fairness among users since it allows to transmit multiple
signals simultaneously to different users (PLC modems) with
each user occupying the entire bandwidth.

The contributions of this paper are as follows. An accurate
analytical expression for the average capacity of the improved
NOMA-PLC system is derived. For the sake of comparison,
the capacity performance of the conventional NOMA-PLC is
also investigated. These analytic derivations of capacity bring
interesting new results both in the methodology and in the
overall assessment of performance in PLC channels affected
by log-normal attenuation and impulsive noise. Another con-
tribution of this study resides in examining the impact of sev-
eral system parameters on the capacity performance for the
two systems under consideration. In addition, the optimiza-
tion problem of the power allocation coefficients for the two
NOMA-PLC systems is addressed. In all our investigations,
Monte Carlo simulations are provided to verify the accuracy
of the theoretical analysis. It is worthwhile mentioning that
DF relaying is adopted in this work, and not AF, not only

FIGURE 1. The considered system model consisting of three PLC modems:
a source (S), a relay (R) and a destination (D).

because the former can offer better performance but also
because AF relaying over impulsive noise PLC channels does
not always enhance performance as was recently found by
Facina et al. [14]. Results show that the improved NOMA-
PLC system can offer considerable gains in terms of average
capacity relative to the conventional NOMA-PLC system
reported in [13]. It is also demonstrated that as the proba-
bility occurrence of impulsive noise and the channel variance
are increased, the performance of both systems considered
will degrade. Furthermore, optimizing the power allocation
coefficients at both the source and relay modems plays an
important role to maximize the overall system capacity.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes the system model for both the improved and con-
ventional NOMA-PLC systems. Section III derives analytical
expressions for the average capacity for the two systems
under consideration. Results and discussions are presented
in Section IV. Finally, Section V concludes the paper and
outlines the main remarks.

The following notations are used in this paper. fX (·), FX (·)
and F̄X (·) represent the probability density function (PDF),
cumulative distribution function (CDF) and complementary
CDF (CCDF), respectively. Also, min{·} denotes the mini-
mum argument and E {·} is the statistical expectation opera-
tor. By Pr {·}, we refer to the probability function.

II. SYSTEM MODEL
Fig. 1 illustrates the system model under study which con-
sists of three PLC modems: a source, a relay and a desti-
nation. A narrow-band PLC network is considered with a
relay based on DF protocol operating in half-duplex mode.
It is assumed that there exists a direct link between the end
modems and that channel state information (CSI) is perfectly
known at all receiving modems. The source-to-relay (sr),
relay-to-destination (rd) and source-to-destination (sd) chan-
nel coefficients are complex valued with amplitudes denoted
as hsr, hrd and hsd, respectively, whereas dsr, drd and dsd rep-
resent the corresponding distances. The amplitude of all the
channel coefficients are assumed to follow log-normal distri-
bution, [15]–[17], with a PDF

f (hm) =
1

√
2πσm hm

exp

(
−
(ln (hm)− µm)2

2 σ 2
m

)
, (1)
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where m ∈ {sr, rd, sd}, µm and σ 2
m represent respectively the

mean and the standard deviation of 10log10 (hm). It is known
that PLC channels suffer from frequency- and distance-
dependent attenuation which will be represented in our anal-
ysis as Am (f , dm) with f being the operating frequency and
and dm denotes the m-th distance [1], [18]–[20].
The communication is accomplished over two consecutive

time slots. In the first slot, the source transmits the signal
√
a1Ps s1 +

√
a2Ps s2 simultaneously to the relay and desti-

nation modems, where Ps denotes the source transmit power,
s1 and s2 are the first and second data symbols normalized as
E[|si|2] = 1, where i ∈ {1, 2}, and a1 and a2 are the power
allocation coefficients for the destination and relay modems,
respectively. It is assumed that the source-to-destination link
has higher attenuation and hence we use a1 > a2; note that
a1+a2 = 1. In this regard, the received signals at the relay and
destination during the first time slot can be given respectively
as

yir =
(√

a1Ps s1 +
√
a2Ps s2

)
Asr (f , dsr) hsr + nr, (2)

yid =
(√

a1Ps s1 +
√
a2Ps s2

)
Asd (f , dsd) hsd + nd, (3)

where nr and nd represent the noise at the relay and desti-
nation modems with variances σ 2

r and σ 2
d , respectively. This

noise typically consists of two components: background and
impulsive noise [21]–[23].

In the second time slot, assuming that the relaying modem
successfully decodes the symbol s2, the relay will forward
this symbol to the destination, using its total power Pr , and
therefore the received signal at the destination can be written
as

yiid =
√
Pr Ard (f , drd) hrds2 + nd. (4)

A. CONVENTIONAL NOMA-PLC
In this approach, both the relay and destination modems
use the signals in (2) and (3) to decode the symbol s1
during the first time slot while treating s2 as noise. There-
fore, using (2) and (3) along with the substitutions Ai =
Ai (f , di) , σ 2

= σ 2
r = σ 2

d , P = Ps = Pr and ρ = P/σ 2,
the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) associated to the detection
of s1 at the relay and destination can be written respectively
as

γ ir =
a1ρ A2srh

2
sr

a2ρ A2srh2sr + 1
(5)

γ id =
a1ρ A2sdh

2
sd

a2ρ A2sdh
2
sd + 1

. (6)

After implementing SIC at the relay, we obtain s2 and its
corresponding SNR is γ iir = a2ρ A2srh

2
sr. Note that perfect

SIC is assumed here which is a typical assumption done in
most of the literature on NOMA, e.g., [24]–[27]. On the other
hand, the destination modem decodes s2 from (4) and its
corresponding SNR is γ iid = ρ A

2
rdh

2
rd.

B. IMPROVED NOMA-PLC
Unlike the conventional NOMA-PLC scheme which uses the
principle of NOMA only during the first time slot, in the
improved NOMA-PLC approach, NOMA is implemented
also in the second time slot.1 In this respect, the relay for-
wards the two symbols to the destination using the power
allocation coefficients a3 and a4 as

√
a3P s1−

√
a4P s2, where

a3+ a4 = 1. Therefore, the received signal at the destination
modem in the second time slot can be given by

yIId =
(√

a3P s1 −
√
a4P s2

)
Ard hrd + nd. (7)

Now, to obtain interference-free signals at the destina-
tion from (3) and (7), linear combination is implemented,
i.e., yid

√
a4 hrd + yIId

√
a2 hsd and yid

√
a3 hrd − yIId

√
a1 hsd.

Hence, the target signals become

TI =
∏

i∈{sd,rd}

Ai hi κ
√
Ps1 +

√
a4Ard hrd nd +

√
a2Asd hsd nd

(8)

TII =
∏

i∈{sd,rd}

Ai hi κ
√
Ps2 +

√
a3Ard hrd nd +

√
a1Asd hsd nd,

(9)

where κ =
√
a1a4 +

√
a2a3.

Using (8) and (9), the SNRs of the symbols s1 and s2 at the
destination can be written respectively as

γ I
d =

∏
i∈{sd,rd}

A2i h
2
i κ

2ρ

a4A2rd h
2
rd + a2A

2
sd h

2
sd

(10)

γ II
d =

∏
i∈{sd,rd}

A2i h
2
i κ

2ρ

a3A2rd h
2
rd + a1A

2
sd h

2
sd

. (11)

It is worth pointing out that the SNRs at the relay in both the
conventional and improved NOMA-PLC systems are equal;
however, the SNRs at the destination are different.

C. DECODING STRATEGY
Unlike many communication channels, noise over power
lines consists of two main components, namely, background
and impulsive noise. The capacity over such channels is deter-
mined based on the decoding strategy adopted which can be
either erasure (where the samples contaminated by impulsive
noise are disregarded), or non-erasure−also referred to as full
decoding. The erasure and non-erasure capacities are given
respectively as [3]

Ceasure = (1− p)Cb (12)

Cnon−easure = (1− p)Cb + pCimp (13)

where p is the impulsive noise probability, Cb and Cimp rep-
resent the capacity when the channel is contaminated by only
Gaussian noise or impulsive noise, respectively. It should be
pointed out at this stage that the erasure capacity will be the
main focus of our analysis in this paper.

1Note that this scheme has been studied in the context of wireless channels
in [28].
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III. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In this section, we analyze the average capacity of the
improved and conventional NOMA-PLC systems and derive
accurate analytical expressions for this performance metric.

A. IMPROVED NOMA-PLC SYSTEM
The overall average capacity in this system, Cp, consists of
two rates associated with the first and second symbols, repre-
sented respectively by Cp1 and Cp2; that is Cp = Cp1 + Cp2.

Using (12), and because the signal s1 is also decoded at the
relay, the capacity associated with it can be written as

Cp1 =
1− p
2

min
{
log2

(
1+ γ ir

)
, log2

(
1+ γ I

d

)}
, (14)

where γ ir and γ I
d are respectively the SNRs at the relay

and destination during the first time slot; both of which are
defined in the previous section.

On the other hand, the instantaneous capacity associated
with the second data symbol can be determined as

Cp2 =
1− p
2

min
{
log2

(
1+ γ iir

)
, log2

(
1+ γ II

d

)}
. (15)

The factor 1
2 in (14) and (15) is because the end-to-end

communication is accomplished over two phases.
To derive the average capacity of the first data symbol,

we first rewrite (14) in the following form

Cp1 =
1− p
2

log2
(
1+min

{
γ ir , γ

I
d

})
. (16)

Now, letting X = min
{
γ ir , γ

I
d

}
, the average capacity Cp1

can be calculated as

E
{
Cp1

}
=

1− p
2

∞∫
0

log2 (1+ z) fX (z) dz, (17)

where fX (·) is the PDF of the random variable X .
Another approach to calculate the capacity in (17) is by

using the CDF or CCDF of X ; that is

E
{
Cp1

}
=

1− p
2ln (2)

∞∫
0

1− FX (z)
1+ z

dz

=
1− p
2ln (2)

∞∫
0

F̄X (z)
1+ z

dz, (18)

where FX (·) and F̄X (·) are respectively the CDF and CCDF
of X , which are related as F̄X (z) = 1− FX (z).

For simplicity, γ ir and γ
I
d are considered to be independent;

hence, the CCDF of X can be expressed as

F̄X (z) = F̄γ ir (z) F̄γ Id
(z) , (19)

where F̄γ ir (·) and F̄γ Id (
·) are the CCDFs of the random vari-

ables γ ir and γ
I
d , respectively.

Using (5), we can express the first CCDF, F̄γ ir (z), as

F̄γ ir (z) = Pr
{

a1ρ h2srA
2
sr

a2ρ h2srA2sr + 1
> z

}
, (20)

which with some basic mathematical manipulations can be
written as

F̄γ ir (z) = Pr
{
h2sr >

z
ρ (a1 − a2 z)A2sr

}
. (21)

We know that h2sr is log-normally distributed with param-
eters h2sr ∼ lnN

(
2µsr, 4σ 2

sr
)
. Hence, using the log-normal

distribution properties, we can write the CCDF in (21) as
follows

F̄γ ir (z) = Q

(
ξ ln (z)−2µsr−ξ ln

(
(a1−a2z) ρA2sr

)
2σsr

)
, (22)

where Q (·) denotes the Q-function defined as

Q (x) =
1
√
2π

∞∫
x

exp
(
−
t2

2

)
dt. (23)

On the other hand, using (10), we can write the second
CCDF in (19), F̄γ Id (

z), as follows

F̄γ Id
(z) = Pr

{
h2sdh

2
rdA

2
sdA

2
rdρς

2

a2h2sdA
2
sd + a4h

2
rdA

2
rd

> z

}
, (24)

which can also be expressed

F̄γ Id
(z) = Pr

{
h2rd >

a2h2sdz

A2rd
(
h2sdA

2
sdρς

2 − a4z
)} . (25)

Depending on whether the denominator in (25) is posi-
tive or negative, F̄γ Id (

z) can be given by

F̄γ Id
(z) = Pr

(
h2rd<

a2h2sdA
2
sdz

A2rd
(
h2sdA

2
sdρς

2 − a4z
) ∣∣∣∣ h2sd<ϕ

)
, (26)

where ϕ = za4
A2sdρς

2 .

We can now mathematically calculate (26) as follows

F̄γ Id
(z) = 1−

ϕ∫
0

fh2sd
(u) du,

+

∞∫
ϕ

fh2sd
(u)Pr

(
h2rd ≤

a2A2sdu z

A2rd
(
ς2ρA2sdu− a4z

))︸ ︷︷ ︸
F
h2rd
(u)

du

(27)

where

fh2sd
(u) =

ξ

u
√
8πσ 2

hsd

exp

(
−

(
ξ ln (u)− 2µhsd

)2
8σ 2

hsd

)
(28)

and

Fh2rd
(u) = 1− Q

(
ξ ln

(
a2A2sdz u

)
− 2µhrd − ξ ln (0)

2σhrd

)
,

(29)

where 0 = A2rd
(
ς2ρ uA2sd − a4z

)
.
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Substituting (28) and (29) into (27), along with some basic
mathematical manipulations, we get

F̄γ Id
(z) =

ξ√
8πσ 2

hsd

∞∫
ϕ

1
u
exp

(
−

(
ξ ln (u)− 2µhsd

)2
8σ 2

hsd

)

×Q

(
ξ ln

(
a2A2sdz u

)
− 2µhrd − ξ ln (0)

2σhrd

)
du.

(30)

Finally, after substituting F̄γ ir (z), (22), and F̄γ Id (
z), (30),

into (19) and then into (18) while modifying the integral’s
limits, we can calculate the average capacity of the first data
symbol as follows

E
{
Cp1

}
=

1− p
2ln (2)

a1
a2∫
0

F̄γ ir (z) F̄γ Id
(z)

1+ z
dz. (31)

Following the same procedure above, we can now derive
the average capacity associated with the second data symbol,
E
{
Cp2

}
. Let Y = min

{
γ iir , γ

II
d

}
, then the CCDF of Y can be

expressed as

F̄Y (z) = F̄γ iir (z) F̄γ IId
(z) (32)

where F̄γ iir (·) and F̄γ IId
(·) are the CCDFs of γ iir and γ II

d ,
respectively.

It is straightforward to show that

F̄γ iir (z) = Q

(
ξ ln (z)− 2µhsr − ξ ln

(
ρ a2A2sr

)
2σhsr

)
. (33)

Similarly, starting from (11), we can easily show that

F̄γ IId
(z) =

ξ√
8πσ 2

hsd

∞∫
ψ

1
u
exp

(
−

(
ξ ln (u)− 2µhsd

)2
8σ 2

hsd

)

×Q

(
ξ ln

(
a1A2sdz u

)
− 2µhrd − ξ ln (1)

2σhrd

)
du,

(34)

where ψ = z a3
ρς2A2sd

and 1 = A2rd
(
ς2ρ uA2sd − a3z

)
.

After obtaining F̄γ iir (z), (33), and F̄γ IId (
z), (34), we can now

calculate E
{
Cp2

}
as

E
{
Cp2

}
=

1− p
2ln (2)

∞∫
0

F̄γ iir (z) F̄γ IId
(z)

1+ z
dz. (35)

Finally, the overall average capacity of the improved
NOMA-PLC system can be given by

E
{
Cp
}
= E

{
Cp1

}
+ E

{
Cp2

}
. (36)

It is worth noting that optimizing the power allocation
coefficients is crucial to maximize the system performance.
However, due to the complexity of the capacity expression
in (36), it is very challenging to obtain closed-form expres-
sions for the optimal power allocation coefficients. We will
therefore conduct in the results section extensive computer

simulations to find the optimal values of these parameters
that will offer the maximum achievable capacity. This will
be obtained as follows

maximize
ai, i∈{1,3}

Cp

(
ai, A2m, σ

2
m, µm, dm p, ρ

)
subject to 0 < a1 < 1

0 < a3 < 1, (37)

where m ∈ {sr, rd, sd}. This optimization problem will be
solved numerically using the exhaustive search method.

In order to clearly highlight the achievable capacity gains
using the improved NOMA-PLC approach, we next analyze
the performance of the conventional NOMA-PLC system.
This is important to make this work self-contained. Note that
the approach used here to derive the average capacity for both
NOMA-PLC systems is different from that followed in [13].

B. CONVENTIONAL NOMA-PLC SYSTEM
In this system, the principle of NOMA is only implemented at
the source modem and the overall capacity, Cc, is also given
by the sum of two capacities associated with s1 (Cc1) and s2
(Cc1); that is Cc = Cc1 + Cc2.

The capacity associated with s1 can be expressed as

Cc1 =
1− p
2

log2
(
1+min

{
γ i
r , γ

i
d

})
, (38)

where γ i
r and γ

i
d are defined in (5) and (6), respectively.

Letting W = min
{
γ i
r , γ

i
d

}
and because the random vari-

ables γ i
r and γ i

d are independent, the CCDF of W can be
calculated as F̄W (z) = F̄γ ir (z) F̄γ id

(z), where F̄γ ir (z) is the

CCDF of γ i
r , given by (22), and F̄γ id (

z) is the CCDF of γ i
d

calculated as follows. Using (6), we can express F̄γ id (
z) as

F̄γ id
(z) = Pr

{
a1ρ A2sdh

2
sd

a2ρ A2sdh
2
sd + 1

> z

}
, (39)

which can also be written as

F̄γ id
(z) = Pr

{
h2sd >

z

ρ (a1 − a2 z)A2sd

}
. (40)

Because h2sd is log-normally distributed with parameters
h2sd ∼ lnN

(
2µsd, 4σ 2

sd

)
, using the properties of log-normal

distribution, we can write the CCDF, F̄γ id (
z), in the following

form

F̄γ id
(z) = Q

(
ξ ln (z)− 2µsd − ξ ln

(
(a1 − a2z) ρA2sd

)
2σsd

)
.

(41)

Substituting (22) and (41) into

E {Cc1} =
(1− p)
2ln (2)

∞∫
0

F̄γ ir (z) F̄γ id
(z)

1+ z
dz (42)

yields the average capacity of the first data symbol given by

E {Cc1} =
1− p
2ln (2)

a1
a2∫
0

1
1+ z

∏
i∈{sr,sd}
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×Q

(
ξ ln (z)− 2µi−ξ ln

(
(a1−a2z) ρA2i

)
2σi

)
dz.

(43)

Similarly, we now derive the average capacity associated
with the second symbol. The capacity of this symbol can be
determined using

Cc2 =
1− p
2

log2
(
1+min

{
γ ii
r , γ

ii
d

})
. (44)

Now, letM = min
{
γ ii
r , γ

ii
d

}
, the CCDF ofM is F̄M (z) =

F̄γ iir (z) F̄γ iid
(z), where F̄γ iir (·) is the CCDF of γ ii

r , given by

(33), and F̄γ iid
(·) denotes the CCDF of γ ii

d which can be
straightforwardly shown to have the following form

F̄γ iid
(z) = Q

(
ξ ln (z)− 2µrd − ξ ln

(
a1ρA2rd

)
2σrd

)
. (45)

Now, substituting the values of F̄γ iir (z) and F̄γ iid (
z) into

E {Cc2} =
1− p
2ln (2)

∞∫
0

F̄γ iir (z) F̄γ iid
(z)

1+ z
dz (46)

gives the average capacity associated with the second symbol
as

E {Cc2} =
1− p
2ln (2)

∞∫
0

1
1+ z

∏
i∈{sr,rd}
j∈{1,2}

×Q

(
ξ ln (z)− 2µi − ξ ln

(
ajPA2i

)
2σi

)
dz. (47)

Finally, using (43) and (47), the overall average capacity
of the conventional NOMA-PLC system can be calculated as

E {Cc} = E {Cc1} + E {Cc2} . (48)

The maximum achievable average capacity for this system
that corresponds to the optimal values of the power allocation
coefficients can be determined using

maximize
a1

Cc
(
a1, A2m, σ

2
m, µm, dm p, ρ

)
subject to 0 < a1 < 1 (49)

Similar to the previous section, this optimization prob-
lem will be solved numerically using the exhaustive search
method.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this section, we present and discuss some numerical exam-
ples obtained using the derived analytical expressions above.
Monte Carlo simulations are included and are averaged
over 106 channel realizations. The impact of several system
parameters on the performance of both improved and conven-
tional NOMA-PLC systems are investigated. Throughout this
section, we adopt a common cable attenuationmodel given by

Ai (f , dm) = e−
(
bo+b1 f k

)
dm , (50)

where m ∈ {sr, rd, sd}, f is the operating frequency in MHz,
k is the exponent of the attenuation factor, bo and b1 are
constants obtained from measurements. All the results below
are based on the following parameters: b0 = 9.4 × 10−3,
b1 = 4.2×10−7, k = 0.7, f = 30MHz [1]. It is worth noting
that the same parameters were used in previous analysis, see
e.g., [12], [29], [30].

To begin with, we plot in Fig. 2 the analytical and sim-
ulated average capacities with respect to the transmit SNR
for both the improved and conventional NOMA-PLC sys-
tems with various values of the channel variance and end-
to-end distance.2 In these results, the relay is placed dsd

3 m
away from the source modem. Clearly, the good match
between the analytical results and the simulations indicates
the accuracy of our analysis. It is also clear that the improved
NOMA-PLC approach always outperforms the conventional
scheme for all the given system configurations. Evidently,
as the transmit SNR increases, the average sum capacity
performance enhances and more so when the channel vari-
ances are relatively small. The other observation one can see
from these results is that when the source and destination
modems become more distant, the performance deteriorates
considerably. It is interesting to highlight the fact that for a
given average capacity requirement, the transmit SNR will
be considerably lower for the improved NOMA-PLC sys-
tem relative to that of the conventional NOMA-PLC system.
As an example, consider the scenario in Fig. 2a when the
end-to-end distance is 100m and the capacity requirement is
3 bits/sec/Hz. With this in mind, having a closer look at this
figure, it is clear that a such requirement can be met by the
improved system with 10dB less in the transmit power com-
pared to the conventional system. This is of utmost impor-
tance because it allows reducing electromagnetic emissions
from the power lines.

Furthermore, the power allocation coefficients and the
impulsive noise probability are crucial parameters in deter-
mining the performance of the systems under consideration.
Therefore, we now investigate the influence of these parame-
ters on the average capacity of both the improved and con-
ventional NOMA-PLC systems. Fig. 3 depicts the average
capacity as a function of the power allocation coefficient
a1 with several values of the impulsive noise probability.
Note that in this evaluation, the relay is positioned midway
between the end modems. It is apparent that for the same
given average capacity and noise probability, the improved
NOMA-PLC system has better performance than that of the
conventional one. In addition, increasing the noise probability
will always deteriorate the performance. Another important
observation is that when a1 is either too small or too large,
the performance will be very poor. Therefore, there exists
an optimal value for the power allocation coefficient that
maximizes performance. This is true for all the systems and
noise probabilities considered. A clear difference between the

2Note that increasing the number of network branches translates into an
increase in the channel variance.
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FIGURE 2. Average capacity performance as a function of the transmit
SNR with different channel variances and end-to-end distances for both
the improved and conventional NOMA-PLC systems. In these results, it is
assumed that dsr = dsd/3. (a) σsr = σrd = σsd = 1dB.
(b) σsr = σrd = σsd = 5dB.

performance of the improved and conventional techniques
is that when a1 is extremely low, the capacity of the latter
system will be close to zero unlike that of the proposed
approach. Fig. 4 shows the capacity performance of the
improved system with respect to a3 for several noise proba-
bilities; similar observations can be noticed as in the previous
case.

We next plot the maximum achievable average capacities
that correspond to the optimal power allocation coefficients
for both the enhanced and conventional NOMA-PLC sys-
tems. In this regard, extensive search algorithm was used to
find the optimal values of a1 and a3 using (37) and (49).

FIGURE 3. Average capacity as a function of a1 with various impulsive
noise probabilities for both the improved and conventional NOMA-PLC
systems. Note that the relay is placed midway between the end modems,
d3 = 200 m, SNR = 15dB, a3 = 0.7 and σsr = σrd = σsd = 3dB.

FIGURE 4. Average capacity with respect to a3 with various impulsive
noise probabilities. The relay is placed midway between the end modems
d3 = 200m, SNR = 15dB, a1 = 0.9 and σsr = σrd = σsd = 2dB.

The maximum achievable performance is presented
in Fig. 5 for different SNR scenarios. It is seen that the opti-
mized enhanced NOMA-PLC system always outperforms
the optimized conventional NOMA-PLC scheme for all the
system configurations considered. It is also evident that when
the end-to-end distance is either too small or too large, the two
systems perform similarly. Another result worth highlighting
is that the highest performance gain is observed when the
distance is intermediate. Last but not least, as anticipated,
increasing SNR leads to increasing the capacity in both
NOMA-PLC systems.
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FIGURE 5. Maximum achievable average capacity versus the end-to-end distance for the optimized NOMA-PLC systems. The relay is placed midway
between the end modems, σsr = σrd = σsd = 3dB and µsr = µrd = µsd = 3dB. (a) SNR = 15dB. (b) SNR = 20dB. (c) SNR = 25dB.

V. CONCLUSION
This paper analyzed the performance of NOMA-PLC sys-
tems and showed that implementing power allocation to dif-
ferent symbols at both the source and relay modems can
considerably increase the average capacity of conventional
NOMA-PLC networks. The average capacity was adopted
as the main performance metric for which we derived accu-
rate analytical expressions, for both the conventional and
improved NOMA-PLC systems. To validate the accuracy
of our analysis, computer simulations were provided. The
derived expressions allowed us to make meaningful and
insightful comparisons between different systems as well
as to investigate the impact of various system parameters
on the performance. In addition, the optimization prob-
lem of the power allocation coefficients was addressed for
both NOMA-PLC systems. Results clearly showed that the
improved NOMA-PLC system is superior over the conven-
tional one and that the former is able to attain the same
performance with less electromagnetic emissions to the sur-
roundings. Increasing the impulsive noise probability and/or
the channel variance, which is related to the number of net-
work branches, can significantly impact the average capacity.
Finally, it was demonstrated that to maximize the average
capacity, the power allocation coefficients must be carefully
selected.
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